Contractor accessories

Performance-driven contractor grade accessories.
Meyer Products offers a complete line of contractor grade accessories to make plowing lots, offices,
roads or any large area easier and faster. Each is designed and manufactured to stringent specifications
so they fit your Meyer plow perfectly and keep it operating at peak performance.

Joystick Controller
Operates with straight
blades and V-Plows.
Controller is illuminated
and equipped with
self diagnostics.
#22790X

Pistol Grip
(Standard) Controller
One button functionality
and self diagnostics
ensure worry free
operation of all plowing
functions. #22690X

Meyer® Diamond Edge
Reversible Cutting Edge

Rubber Cutting Edge
Polyurethane Cutting Edge

Meyer® Diamond Edge Reversible Cutting Edge Bottom-trip improves performance and durability.

Gives your plow an extra edge when cutting hard, packed snow and ice. Reversible to extend wear life.

Rubber and Polyurethane Cutting Edges Full-trip produces excellent results on wet or unpacked
snow. It’s reversible for extended wear and won't mark or score driveways or parking lots.

V-71 Universal
Pistol Grip
DLX Controller
For Meyer V-blade
and straight blade
plows. "Smart" button
technology activates
the necessary buttons
as you switch from plow
type to plow type. Includes
self diagnostics. #22869X

V-70 Universal
Pistol Grip
DLX Controller
For Meyer V-blade and
straight blade plows.
"Smart" button
technology activates
the necessary buttons
as you switch from plow
type to plow type. Includes
self diagnostics. #22695X
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Boxed Wings

EZ-Wing™ FPs

These optional fixed position
wings are the perfect addition
to Meyer Lot Pro moldboards.
They make quick work of snow
trails and other areas that need
a quick clean-up.

Adds additional length to your
Meyer Lot Pro moldboard, so
you can move more snow in
less time. Easily attaches with
pre-drilled holes and quick
connect bolts.

Lot Pro: #08104

Lot Pro Steel: #08100
Lot Pro Poly: #08110
C-Series: #08888

Multi-position
EZ-Wing™ MPs
Can easily be positioned in
boxed, straight or scoop
positions, up to 9 total
configurations. Adjustments
can be made "on the fly" to
meet varying snow conditions.
No tools needed.
Lot Pro Steel: #08105
Lot Pro Poly: #08115

Touchpad Controller
Perform all plow movements for
straight blade plows
with the touchpad
control. #22154
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Meyer accessories

Plow Carts
Moving and/or maneuvering
a fully assembled plow can be
a difficult task.
However, with the
Meyer EZ-Cart,
moving a plow
is easy.

Meyer® Heavy-Duty Molded
Snow Deflector deflects snow flume
down and away from your windshield.
Available in specific sizes to fit all
Meyer moldboards.
Kit comes ready
to install.

Meyer Commercial Curb Guards
are made from specially hardened steel
and are powder painted for longer life and
durable performance. Designed exclusively
to mate with the curvature and
contour shape of
Meyer moldboards
for a perfect fit.
#08344

3" Brass Lock Pin
Conveniently secures hydraulics and
lift frames. #07695C

Touchpad Leg Strap
a perfect complement to any controller,
the leg strap keeps
the controller close
at hand. #22265C

It pays to keep your Meyer ALL Meyer.
Meyer Genuine Parts are designed to fit properly and perform better
and last longer – which means you save money by replacing fewer
parts less often. In addition, all Meyer Genuine Parts:
❯
❯
❯
❯

Comply with Meyer specifications and technical standards
Maintains the warranty on your original equipment
Fit perfectly and reduces installation time
Guarantee original equipment quality

Look for the Meyer name on all your replacement parts.

See your local distributor for the
full line of parts and accessories.
Driveway Markers

Made of sturdy fiberglass, their fluorescent orange color make them highly
visible during a snowstorm or after dark. #03240 (qty. 100 markers)

Meyer® M1 Hydraulic Fluid and M2 Hydra Flush

Keep your Meyer electric hydraulic control system operating at peak
performance. Flush in the summer with M2 and replace with M1 for the winter.

Meyer® Dielectric Grease

Meyer's dielectric grease is specially formulated to coat and protect electrical
connections from deteriorating elements such as salt and road grime. It is
recommended to coat all electrical connections prior to winter and each time
you re-connect to ensure optimal performance. #15632

Genuine Parts Kit

Whelen Lights/Alarms
Are available in select styles and can
easily be added to new or existing
vehicles to increase your
safety when plowing in
congested or busy areas.

Timbren Suspension
Enhancement Systems
help reduce sway, improve
roll stability, cushion road
shock and enhance the
handling of your 4 x 4.

Meyer® Winch Cradle gives you
four-season functionality. Simply replace your
snow plowing equipment with the Winch
Cradle during the off-season to keep your
truck productive year-round.
Fits most winches with
a 10" x 4.5" bolt
pattern, including most
Warn® and Ramsey
Winch models.

The Genuine Parts Kit includes the most commonly requested Meyer
parts. Everything comes pre-packaged in a sturdy tool kit.
#08823-Plus / #08824-Classic

Industrial Sno-Flo® Paint

Specially formulated to improve snow-rolling action. Aerosol spray available
in Gloss Yellow, Gloss Black and White Primer. Gloss Yellow also available
in 1-quart can. See web for details.

EZ-Mount Xpress and EZ-Mount Plus Brush
and Light Guards

Offered as an option with the EZ-Mount Xpress and Plus Mounting
systems. The brush guards give the front end of your 3/4 ton Ford,
Chevy or Dodge pickup truck a sleek, stylish look. See web for details.

The Big Yellow Box

The Big Yellow Box by Meyer is perfect for storing rock salt, sand, chemicals,
tools or anything you need to keep dry and secure. #32403

For more information visit our web site at www.meyerproducts.com or contact your local
authorized Meyer distributor.
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